The Nanyang Technological University – University Scholars Programme (NTU-USP) is committed to providing an intellectually stimulating environment for students to discover fields of knowledge which complement each student’s major areas of study.

Our programme takes a holistic approach where classes are delivered in small groups, with strong interaction and engagement components.

**NTU-USP students consider fundamental questions about the arts, humanities, culture and sciences from interdisciplinary perspectives via an exciting, distinctive curriculum.**

Global focus is a particular feature of NTU-USP, with travel components encouraging proactive international citizenship and networking. Additionally, students are exposed to experiences that develop skills to contribute to community and society, while honing their leadership abilities. Students graduate with broad perspectives and experiences that prepare them well for future challenges and opportunities in our ever-changing world.

**We welcome you to be part of the unique NTU-USP community.**

Professor May O. Lwin
Director, Nanyang Technological University-University Scholars Programme
BROAD-BASED HOLISTIC LEARNING

NTU-USP CURRICULUM

Travel Overseas Programme for Scholars (TOPS)

Priority Placement for Overseas Exchange Programme

Electives with Travel Component

NTU-USP Study Abroad/ Overseas Exchange Programme

Unrestricted Electives (25AUs)

NTU-USP Electives (15AUs)

NTU-USP Core (12AUs)

General Education Core (7AUs)

PSY Prescribed Electives (42AUs)

PSY Core (27AUs)

Total: 128AUs

Psychology Major with NTU-USP

(Scholarship + Top Ups)

Unrestricted Electives (30AUs)

General Education Electives (12AUs)

General Education Core (17AUs)

PSY Prescribed Electives (42AUs)

PSY Core (27AUs)

Total: 128AUs

Psychology Major

(Nanyang Scholarship)

Students are required to take four core courses and select three¹ or five² elective courses from two academic categories.

¹ = Nanyang Business School students
² = Non-Nanyang Business School students

Legend:

• Nanyang Scholarship

“I’m really glad that I chose London as my exchange destination, because the city is just so inspiring and it allowed me to reflect and set goals on what I want to achieve in life. I think what really struck a chord with me was London’s art scene: there are just so many artists who are good at what they are doing and doing what they love. These London-based artists give me the confidence to pursue what I really want to do, even though I might not be great at it.”

Justlyn Yeo

Year 3, Communication Studies (King’s College London)
GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES

NTU-USP encourages scholars to participate in a wide array of international programmes, projects and events. They not only include programmes that will enhance their overall academic exposure, but also touch on different world issues.

YEAR 1
- Fieldwork & Documentation

YEAR 2
- NTU-USP Study Abroad / Overseas Exchange Programme / Leadership Symposium

YEAR 3
- Global Elective

YEAR 4
APPLICATION

1. Interested applicants should indicate their interest in the NTU-USP when applying to NTU.
2. Shortlisted applicants will be invited to submit a short essay on a specific topic.
3. Applications with outstanding submissions will be invited for an interview.
4. Final selection will be based on a combination of academic and co-curricular records, application essay and interview.

COMMUNITY AND SOCIETY
THE NTU-USP CLUB

“The NTU-USP has been the highlight of my university life. The opportunities were endless – the NTU-USP provides so much support for us to turn our ideas into reality, it’s really about how much we want to create for our community.”

Loh Teng Jie
Year 3, Accountancy (President of 6th Ex-Co)
The NTU-USP Scholarship is offered to students with strong academic credentials. As a NTU-USP scholar, you can look forward to the benefits:

- **Up to S$5,000 of travel grant for an overseas study attachment programme** (one-off)
- **Guaranteed hall residence with accommodation allowance up to S$2,000 per academic year** (for scholars who reside in NTU hostels only)
- **Living allowance of up to S$6,500 per academic year**
- **Full coverage of subsidised tuition fees (after Tuition Grant)**
- **Computer allowance of S$1,750 (one-off)**
- **Subsidised Travel Overseas Programme for Scholars (TOPS) in the freshman year**
- **Priority for overseas exchange programme**
- **Subsidised overseas travel opportunities for selected electives**
- **Subsidised NTU-USP Study Abroad / Overseas Exchange Programme (one semester)**

No bond is attached to the NTU-USP Scholarship apart from the three-year bond applicable to all Singapore PRs and international students under the MOE Tuition Grant Scheme.

NTU-USP reserves the right to amend the terms and conditions of the scholarship without prior notice.